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A method of summation for sequences is defined to be regular if it

"sums" every convergent sequence (with respect to the absolute

value) to its sum. In 1910-1913 Silverman and Töplitz discovered

necessary and sufficient conditions for matrix methods of summation

to be regular with respect to absolute value. The theory of divergent

series has expanded and many useful methods have been investigated,

Hardy [l ]. Matrices with similar properties for sequences which con-

verge with respect to the p-adic valuations are investigated in this

paper. The principal result is a set of necessary and sufficient condi-

tions such that the matrix Mpk defines a summation method which is

regular with respect to the £-adic valuation <pP.

Whenever it is unnecessary to distinguish between <pp and <j>q, the

symbol (p will be used to denote a p-adic valuation, cpp, of the rational

field with respect to a prime p.

Definition 1. A sequence {/,•} obtained from the matrix [amn]

and the sequence {S,} using the relationship tm= £™ , amiSi is said

to be the [amn] transform of {Si}. If the sequence {/,} converges

to /, the matrix [amn ] is said to sum the sequence {5,-} to the sum T.

Definition 2. The method of summation defined by the matrix

[amn] is called regular in the £-adic field Qp if every convergent se-

quence {Si} is equal to its transform {/<} in Q,p. Sequences {/,-} and

{Si) are, of course, equal if \lmm^x <p(tm — Sm) =0.

Clearly, if {S,} is ^-convergent, then {ti} is ^-convergent. The

converse need not hold.

Lemma. If <pv(a)=p~n, »èl, and <p(b)=p+m, w^l, then <p(a+b)
=pm.

Proof. a = (r¡/si)pn, b — (r2/s2)p~m, with r2, si prime to p and

(m+n)^2. Since p\r2si and (m+n)^2, <p(a+b)=pm.

Theorem. The three conditions

(1) lim <t>(amk) = 0,
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(2) lim <M E a** — ! ) = °.

(3) «(««») = ilf,

are necessary and sufficient conditions that the method defined by

tm= En.o ctmiSi be regular-p.

Proof. The proofs of the necessity of conditions (1) and (2) are

similar to the classic case, mutatis mutandis. They will not be repro-

duced here. The proofs of the necessity of condition (3) and of the

sufficiency follow.

Suppose that condition (3) is not satisfied; then for m = m\, w2, • • •

*p(««0 = P"m

where am,>N, m,>M. We can assume without prejudice to our con-

struction in the sequel that »ii = l, W2 = 2, • • • , etc., and so simplify

our notation. By am„m we shall denote the first amn in a row m such

that <pP(amn) =pam. Since condition (1) is necessary, it is evident that

nm>v whenever m>M. Now choose a sequence [pi\ such that

ra„;>M.-i  and  ^(aMj»/lj_1/»°»,«-»-î) <l//>2.   Let  Sn=0,  n^pi  and  5n(1.

It is clear that

<M   E   a»{»Sn) <—. 4>(¿2   aßinSnJ = p2,

and so by our lemma

*(«« - SJ = P2-

However, lim„.oo 0(5„ — Sm) =0. Hence, condition (3) is necessary.

To prove the conditions sufficient, it will be shown that if the se-

quence {Sm} converges in the p-aáic valuation, then {tm) and \Sm)

belong to the same residue class, i.e. lim«..«, <p(tm — Sm) =0.

<b(tm — Sm) = <b I  2_» amnSn — Sm 1
\ n=0 /

(«                                                  m \

2—i amn [y n O m J  "T  ¿—I ̂ mnP m »J m J
n=0                                              n=0 /

=í  <pi   E^nt^n — Sm] J + <t> [\    E  <*»» —   1     5« ) •

# (       E fl««  —15« = 4>(Sm)(p I    E  ö»«  —   1 J •
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Since <i>(Sn) is bounded, by condition (2)

<t> f    ]C a™ - 1   5») =5 Ci«, m > Mi.

Also if m, n>v, <p(Sm — Sn) <e. Hence,

<P ( ¿ flmn[5„ - 5m] ) g « ( ¿ amn[Sn - 5m] )
\ n-e / \ n-0 /

«Í ¿amn[5„-5mM
»+i

and

<*>( ¿ íimn[5n - Sm] ) ^ Max^(aBi[S( - Sm])

g   Max<Kami) Max <p(Si - S„)

= C2e.

Now we shall keep v fixed but shall choose m=mi>Mi^v so that

Maxt¿„ <p(amin)<e. Of course, it will still be true that mx>v and

Max,ï,+i (Si — Smi)<e.

Then

<t>( ¿ ami„[5„ - Smi] ) á Max^(amin[5n - Smi])
\ n-0 / <S»

^ Max<i.(ami„) Max ¿(S» - 5mi) ^ C3«.
<$►

Hence

0(imi — Sm,) ^ Ci« + C2e + C3e,

or

lim <p(tm — Sm) = 0.
m—»oo

This theorem is similar to the theorem of Silverman and Töplitz,

Hardy [l ]. The parallel would be exact if condition (3) were replaced

by the stronger condition

m

(3') £ <¡>(amn) g M.

Condition (3') implies (3) and so is sufficient; however, it is not nee-
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essary. This can be seen from the regular-/» method of summation

described below.

If p'^m<py+1, leta«„ = 0, n<m-p'-l-2, amn = \/p, m-p'~i-2

= «<m —2, a«« —1 = —p"~2, am« = l- Since

« 1

E *(««.) = P" + —¡ + 1. p'úm< p'+\
n—0 P

condition (3') is not satisfied ; on the other hand this method satisfies

the conditions of the theorem and so is regular-/», a fact which easily

can be verified directly.

The sufficiency proof holds for non-Archimedian valuations in

general. The particular properties of the /»-adic valuation are used

only in the proof of the necessity of (3).

The theorem involves triangular matrices, although formally the

proof can be extended to infinite-row matrices. This extension has

not been made since the individual t's of the transform may then be-

come /»-adic numbers.

There exist /»-regular matrices [a«„] which produce /»-adic con-

vergent sequences {/„) as transforms of /»-adic divergent sequences

{5„}. Consider the method <m = 5«_i/2+5«/2. It is regular-/» for

every p and sums the sequence 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, • • • to the sequence

1/2, 1/2, 1/2,
Another regular-/» method is defined by tm = Eü'-o1 (apm~n~lSn)

+bSm where 4>(E»-o apm~"~1+b-l) <e, m>v.
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